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—HELLO! WE ARE—



THANK YOU  for taking the time to view our family profile!  
We are excited to connect with you and introduce you to the 
little world that we have built together.

DEAR BIRTH MOTHER,
e are Spencer and Braden. We met in 
2018 and quickly became best friends 
who adore each other. Growing up gay, 

neither one of us thought that we would have the 
opportunity to raise a family of our own. From the 
start, we aligned on values, future plans, and most 
importantly the opportunity to adopt and make a 
family that is uniquely us. 

We are thrilled to begin our family journey and 
to provide a safe and loving home to your child. 
Through an open adoption, we intend to make 
your child’s adoption history part of their life and to 
celebrate the fact that they have a mother who loves 
them enough to put them into our care. We want to 
raise your child with the confidence to be a happy, 
open, and positive human to those around them.

We are grateful for the opportunity to give you a 
glimpse into our life together and hope that you’ll 
be able to imagine the exciting, loving, and beautiful 
life that your child will have with two patient, 
hardworking, and loyal dads. We hope that this 
peek into our family is just the beginning of a life 
changing relationship. 

With love,

Spencer & Braden
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OUR LIFE TOGETHER   began when we both purchased our first 
condos in the same building in the exact same month! It wasn’t long after we first met that 
we knew there was something special. What started off as an “around the world date” led to a 
wedding on the beaches of Hawaii.

FROM ICE 
CREAM 
CONES 

TO TRIPS 
AROUND 

THE WORLD, 
WE  CAN’T 
WAIT  TO 

SHARE  IT  
ALL  WITH 

YOUR CHILD



e’ve had so many fun 
experiences together 
exploring new cities and 

countries, moving to Colorado, and 
purchasing our forever home. It comes 
complete with trees, a backyard full 
of grass, yard work, and gardening to 
keep us, the boys (our dogs), and your 
child quite happy.

Speaking of “the boys”, Harvey and 
Oliver are our two golden doodles, 
who are truly the definition of spoiled. 
Harvey, our big guy, is 4 years old 
and will do anything for a toy. He is 
the gentlest giant. Our little guy, Olly, 
is almost 5 and is best friends with 
whoever will give him attention. We 
love to bring them along exploring new 
places, hiking, and even going to a new 
restaurant, when allowed. 

As a family we love to explore new restaurants, 
visit the latest exhibits, and riding our bikes 
around town. 

We love to travel and can’t wait to include 
your child in our yearly family trips. Hawaii is a 
favorite and your child will grow up surrounded 
by cousins, building sand castles, using their 
passport to explore new cultures and locations, 
and a grandpa that will definitely bribe them to try 
some foreign foods, it is a must with all 
the grandkids.
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was born and raised in Utah to an amazing mom 
and dad that have been together more than 40 
years. I am the youngest of 3 and have always been 

remembered as Mr. Independent ever since I was 
a kid. I graduated college in Utah where I was given 
amazing opportunities to travel to Europe and Africa 
on humanitarian trips. I completed a master’s degree 
in England, and lived in Estonia for a couple of years 
where I learned to speak the Estonian language. 

International travel is a passion in my life and one I 
hope to share with your child. I am excited to bring our 
child on amazing adventures where we explore new 
cultures, teach them new languages, try foreign foods, 
and how to appreciate the differences that make us all 
human. 

I have always wanted to be a dad but growing up 
different from my family and friends made me wonder 
if I would ever be able to have a family of my own. It 
wasn’t until I met Braden that I let myself dream and 
imagine what a family of my own could be like. He 
has been the best friend and partner I could ask for 
navigating marriage and adoption to make our family 
whole. He is often called the “calm” in our home and I 
am eager to see him as a dad.

VACATION: London, England
CANDY: Anything Sour

FUN FACT:
I speak Estonian and I Scuba Dive

SPENCER’S 
FAVORITES AND 

FUN FACTS

I



MEET 
SPENCER
AKA “SPEN”



MEET 
BRADEN



grew up in Utah and am the oldest of 3 siblings. I was raised in a loving home 
with two parents and extended family right around the corner. I graduated 
college where I was able to not only get a fantastic education, but also made 

friendships that have stood the test of time.  

I am a firm believer that family comes first. I grew up helping out at grandma and 
grandpas house – mowing the lawn, helping cook lunch, and pulling weeds in the 
garden. I became best friends with my grandma in my early 20’s after my dad passed 
away. One of the best decisions I ever made was to take a step back from life and spend 
it helping her. Now you’ll find me on most weekends in the kitchen fixing something for 
breakfast in bed or Sunday evening dinner.
 
I am excited to show the new addition to our family the ins and outs of this big world 
that surrounds them. Find me crazy, but I find comfort thinking about late nights 
and early mornings feeding, cuddling, and loving on our new baby, soaking in every 
moment. I cannot wait for toddler stages, even the terrible two’s. I look forward to 
the day I cry my eyes out dropping them off for their first day of school, talking  
about their first break-up, teaching them to drive a car, what it means to be 
responsible, and to show kindness to all.

I

ICE CREAM: Cookies N' Cream
VACATION: Somewhere at the beach
HOBBY: Creating and cooking new recipes

BRADEN’S 
FAVORITES HE’D

LIKE YOU TO KNOW



WHERE WE LOVE TO CALL HOME  It was built 
in 1900 making it 122 years old! Though it’s old, we fill it with music from Taylor Swift, Saturday 
morning pancakes, and coffee ready to go each morning. You’ll hear Spen making up songs, us 
dancing around the house, and getting the dogs riled up to join in. 



Our nursery will be right off our main bedroom with large windows that provide a view of the city and 
lots of natural light. Their room will be a safe and cozy space, designed to provide an environment that 

fosters imagination and a sense of whimsy where they can be their true authentic self. 

Your child will grow up on a slow street where they can scrape their knees in our growing trees, play  
tennis and soccer, and ride bikes at our local park. We will make sure to explore their hobbies and  
desires while always being their biggest cheerleaders.



e are a family full of big laughs with more 
than enough love and support to go around. 
Both grandma’s have already begun to send 

baby clothes, supplies, and have committed to a lifetime of 
spoiling! Though our families are spread across many states, 
we never shy away from late night Facetime calls, quick 
weekend trips to visit, and sending each other thoughtful 
gifts throughout the year.

We have built a village of friendships spanning decades. 
Many of our friends are just beginning their own family 
journey’s. We talk often about the “family” trips we plan to 
take, and how our kids will all grow up being the best of 
friends.

Our family and friends will be nothing short of loving, fun, 
supportive, and encouraging. We promise that your child 
will always be surrounded by people who will push them to 
explore their biggest dreams, talk about the hard stuff, and 
even bring joy to the smallest parts of life.

WE CANNOT WAIT TO 
BRING YOUR CHILD 
INTO OUR FAMILY,

FULL OF MANY LOVING 
AUNTS, UNCLES, 

GRANDPARENTS, AND 
COUSINS GALORE! 

OUR FAMILY
SOME VERY SPECIAL 
PEOPLE WE’D LIKE 
YOU TO MEET!
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COUSINS
AND

MORE 
COUSINS 

TO 
PLAY

WITH!





WE CANNOT WAIT TO BECOME DADS      

A t night, we lay in bed and talk about what our child will be like at age 3, 10,   and 
so on. Will they be mischievous like Spen or will they follow every rule just like 
Braden? Will they be bold and outgoing or shy and introverted? No matter what the 

outcome, we are so excited to experience everyday life as a family. We are eager to fall into 
a routine with your beautiful baby and to begin making unforgettable memories. 

We imagine watching our kid boss the dogs around, trying to ride Harvey like a horse, and 
to see the dogs cuddle our baby at night. We are optimistic about this journey of adoption 
but also understand that this is really hard on you, as this baby's mother, in ways that we 
cannot begin to imagine.

As our child gets older, we want to take their lead in their life’s path. We will encourage 
your child by cultivating a place of safety and love so that they can talk to us, confide in us, 
and become an emotionally intelligent human who will always know their birth mother and 
adoption story. We promise you will never be hidden. 



Your child will be greatly loved

Your child will be supported in their dreams

They will be spoiled by all their grandparents 

They will enjoy many FaceTime calls with family and cousins

Your child will be free to be who they want to be, whatever that means to them

They will grow up with parents who understand what it feels like to be different

And we promise to cultivate a safe and comfortable home where they can make 
mistakes, have triumphs, and learn life lessons to shape their growth.

OUR PROMISE TO YOU
AS ADOPTIVE DADS





hough it’s hard to put all of the thoughts, 
feelings and emotions that we’d like 
into this book, we hope this is just the 

beginning of our relationship and thank you 
for considering us to be the dads of your child. 

We know that the decision you have made 
to allow your baby to be adopted isn’t an 
easy one, and that choosing a family that will 
raise and love your child will be just as hard. 
For those decisions we want to applaud you 
for your bravery. You are giving a gift and a 
privilege to us that we never dreamed would 
be possible.

We hope that we will have many more 
chances to get to know you and show you the 
amazing dads that we hope to be. Though we 
will always be known as dads, you will forever 
be their mom. 

With love, 

SPENCER AND BRADEN 

THANK YOU
FOR GETTING TO
KNOW US
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